Here is some Trickonometry that pastors, scholars, scientists,
cosmologists, the illumi-naughty (sick), and even *astronauts
might need to explain: 216 Magick & the Magic Square!
Prophetic Hypothesis: 144,000 / 216 = 666.66666666...7
Elohim Created Man on 6th Day & Elohim Rested on 7th Day
In Revelation 13:18 the text reads, in English translations “only”, that 666 (or six
hundred sixty and six) is the number of the beast. Here is wisdom. Let him that has
understanding count the number of the beast: for it is the number of a man; and his number is
six hundred threescore and six. But this is grossly imagined into the translation of the text!
The numbers just aren’t there. This is Kabalistic Gematria! Even if the 666 was there by using
Gematria (Kabbalah), then it would have to be further translated as 600 60 6. This can add up to
666, but is not necessarily 666. Even the product of addition is assumed in this scenario. The
method doesn’t work, and apparently nobody notices it; voila Word & Math Magick Mind
Control! So what’s really going on? Witchcraft by Spell Casting = Mind Control!

666 is not in Revelation 13:18. Please show it to me if you can!
What’s really there? Arithmós (number) Thēríon (beast)
root of arithmós is from

aíro

which in Hebrew is

nasa

χξϚ chi-xi-stigma. The
(lift up, bear or expiate sin).

So the scholars have committed two sins: one of commission & one of omission. Chi-Xi-Stigma
is interpreted into a mystical number that is not there and then erroneously inserted into the
text! This is something extremely serious to consider given what is outlined in Revelation 22.1819 concerning plagues added to the one that adds to the text, and names taken from the Book
of Life for those who take away from this book of Prophecy. Let us not forget the Lord will
return in wrath when he comes to establish the Kingdom of God.
Considering the popular accepted English translation, out of darkness comes some
marvelous and exquisitely interesting light: the number 666 does alternately appear in the
Revelation Temple Math…currently unknown to the every Bible scholar under the sun

apparently?
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You See? The Temple is Spiritual
In Revelation 3.5-12 you have those that are overcoming (v5) called pillars (v12) of the
temple which are those that guard his words (the logos theos) (v8): Philadelphians; “If you love
me keep (guard > tereo) my commandments”: Ex 20.6, Deut 5.10, John 14.15-21, Rev 22.14.
Then you have the 144,000 in Revelation 7 and 14. These are virgins who have not defiled
themselves and represent the fullness of the 12 Tribes of Israel (properly Yashar-el; the upright
of god). These guard his word, and follow the lamb (Rev 14.4) wherever he goes inside the
temple walls (Rev 3.12, 7.15, 11.1-2, 19, 14.15-17). By Revelation 21 there is no more temple,
as the Great City of Yeruwshalaim of the Kingdom of Yahowah has come down from heaven;
the Great City is the Temple, as this is now the time of the New Heaven and New Earth.
In Revelation 21.17 "The angel measures the wall (thickness) of the Great City to 144 cubits” = 216 feet
144,000 (12 Tribes = Yahh’s Upright People) / 216 (Thickness of the City Walls) =
666.6666666666666………7. The 6 calculates in perpetuity, always with a 7 coming up at the end.

144,000 / 216 = 666.66666666...7 (Elohim Created Man on 6 th | Rested on 7th Day)
What Are the Odds?

A perfect passage to weigh against Revelation 13:18 is 1 Kings 10:14 “…the weight of
gold that came to Solomon in one year was six hundred threescore and six talents of gold…”
Here the numbers do exist in the text and this is a proper translation. But each talent is like
6,000 drachmas or denarii, which is 75 pounds. So this weight is 49,950 when calculated out
(probably in reference to jubilee/yowbel; 50 short of 50,000).
This leads us into a long math procession, so please bear (nasa) with me.
144,000 / 216 = 666.66666666...7
The 6(s) continue in perpetuity always rounding at 7 on the last digit
7 is a number of creation perfection (Work 6 + Rest 1 = 7)
Next is 8: the Great Day at the end of Yahh’s Prophetic Calendar (Infinity Sideways ∞ is Magick Beast 8)
Occult 101 >>>>>>>> Magick 8
144,000 / 666 (an English translation of the number of the beast) = 216.216216216216
144,000 / 666 = 216.216216216...just keeps going (in perpetuity) …216216216216216216… >>>>>>
That’s Some Grand Coincidence!
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The Illuminated Love the Number 33!
Notice How 3 Cubed in the 216 Formula below also Appears as a 33
666 as 6 * 6 * 6 = 216 and 216 is also an expression of (63 Being the Cube Root of 216!) 33 + 43 + 53 = 63
27 + 64 + 125 = 216 the Magick Square >>>>>>>
Now 216 * 666 = 143,856
144,000 - 143,856 = 144 (remember the great city wall thickness is 144 cubits = 216 feet) WOW!
Biblical Days are 12 months of 30 days = 360 | 360 - 216 = 144
360 * 7 = 2520 [360 / 7 = 51.42857142857143 weeks of seven * (7*7) 49 Years = 2520) then comes Jubilee

Here is something “The Illumi-naughty” Really Doesn’t Want You to Know!
How did Max Planck Get His High Temperature? The Mad Scientist Wore a Lude-Wig!
1.416833(85) x 1032 Kelvin Degrees | Walk the Planck & Max the Distance x 1032 (aka 33 zeroes)
12 is 1 of the Numbers “The Illumi-nated” Use for “Their” Black Magick (2 factors of 6 factored = 12)
When you Combine 12 with their Magick Number 8…to 8 Digits…well whattayah know?

1 / 12 = 0.08333333

5 / 12 = 0.41666667

9 / 12 = 0.75000000

2 / 12 = 0.16666667

6 / 12 = 0.50000000

10 / 12 = 0.83333333

3 / 12 = 0.25000000

7 / 12 = 0.58333333

11 / 12 = 0.91666667

4 / 12 = 0.33333333

8 / 12 = 0.66666667

12 / 12 = 1.00000000

So What is the Real Number of the Beast?

STAY TUNED
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Occult Illumination Totally Depends on Mystical Interpretations of the Scripture
2520 / 49 Weeks = 51.4285714857143 (49 Lunar Weeks of Years Brings forth the Year of
Jubilee?) Consider Jesus teaching that we are to forgive 70x7, which = 490. If you put this into the year
context of 490 year Daniel prophecy you get this: 490 * 51.42857142857143 = 25,200 (hmmmm?)
Is it just a coincidence that Daniel 5:25 mene (50 shekels) mene (50 shekels) tekel (1 shekel) uphrasin
(50 shekels / 2 = 25) altogether = 126 shekels which equals 20 gerahs per shekel which is 2,520 gerahs?
In Ezekiel 45:12 in the 2nd temple vision it is reported that a gerah is a 20th part of a shekel, and 25
shekels is a pound (20-25…unbelievable)! Let’s find out how this ties into the Math Magick.

126 * 20 = 2520 considered with the furthest moon apogee 251655.333; rounded = 252,000
Remember Elohim Created Two Great Lights: Genesis 1.16
252,000 – 251,655.333 = 344.667
666 – 344 = 322 >>>>>> I smell skull & bones and forbidden knowledge; Genesis 3.22
Now 360 (biblical days in a year) * 6 (day man was created) = 2160
2520 - 360 = 2160 = the diameter of the Moon rounded up, see below…You have to pause and think!
360 * 7 = 2520 and 360 / 7 = 51.42857142857143 weeks & 2520 / 49 Weeks = 51.4285714857143

Is this is the key to solar vs. lunar days?
(2+1+6 = 9) 666 - 216 = 450 then (4+5+0 = 9)  9 is a player too!
Now as you keep scrolling through various calculations, consider this: The reported diameter of
the Moon (rounded) is 2,160 -.8 = 2,159.2. This is Math Magick using numbers they stole from God and
inverted! What I mean by steal and invert is “Reverse Engineering” which is all man can do. Man can’t
actually create anything. He studies what exists, and then copies with “theories” from the beast
“arithmos therion”. Did you know about the Magic 216 Square and the Magic 8 Ball? (hmmm circle and
square?) Have you ever heard anyone claim that squaring the circle is impossible? Well it appears as
though the moon circle can be cubed! We are now in the realm of the Magick Compass & Square.
Total number of degrees in a Cube: Cube has 8 Corners, and 6 Areas

8 Corners of 3 Areas at 90° | 90 x 3 = 270 and 270 x 8 = 2160 degrees
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So Let’s Examine of the Digit Products of the Numbers 666 and 6666: dp(n)
216 is also the number of counters that form the wall (border) around the figurate 2701 found
in Pi with 666. A figurate is a Geometric Image that represents numbers: triangles, pentagons, hexagon
etc. This is how the illumi-naughty turn their math into “IMAGES”>>>>>> I-MAGI-NATIONS (aka Word
Magick). What are the demonic odds that the word Magi and Nations are in the word imagination?

The digit product of 666 is 666 => 6 * 6 * 6 = 216
The digit product of 6666 is 6,666 => 6 * 6 * 6 * 6 = 1,296
Rounded* (pun intended) PI (3.14) multiplied with the diameter of the Moon *PI 3.14159265359
2160 x pi = 6785.8401 statute miles.
The circumference of the path of the moon's orbit is 1,296,000 miles (sometimes?!). We have a whole
lot of coinkydinks formulating.
Again we find this truncated value of the Moon's orbit length to be equivalent to the
digit product of 6,666 (1,296) and this 6*6*6 = 216 = 2+1+6 = 9
Here is a Nice Bonus to See What I Mean about Math-Magick
216*6 = 1296 (inverted) 2169 >>>>>> 2+1+6+9 = 18 = 1+8 = 9

Now the moon and the earth also have something in common as it relates to all of this Math Magick!
PI * 360 = 1130.973355924 + Moon Circumference 6785.8401 = 7916.8134552924
This is the reported diameter of the earth in miles! Wow Compelling!
THEORY: The Solar System is a Crafted Image that started with the Math Magick; they applied the Math
Magick to imagery to come up with the Solar System. The Math Magick works so therefore it must be
true (wink wink). The rest is just i-magi-nation crafted into images. That’s deep
360 * 7 = 2520
2520 * 3.14159265359 = 7916.8134870468 (rounded = 7917)
7 * 360 * PI = the Diameter of the Earth (NASA 7,917.479)
6 * 360 = 2160 = Diameter of Moon (less the Magick .08 Ball Of Course; 2160 - .08 = 2159.92)…and the 9
Earth Diameter is 7916.8134870468 * PI = 24871.40309074846  Earth’s Reported Circumference (+/-)
Now this 24871.40309074846 is very close to the Earth’s Circumference but OFF just a little.

What is the margin of error +/-?
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Let’s Speculate Math-Magick 666 and Recalculate!
Now if you take 7916.8134870468 and round down to 7916.813
7916.813 + 0.666 = 7,917.479 (nasa) * PI = 24,873.4938613531 [without rounding 24873.49539145575]
And NASA reports 24,873.493 to be the average circumference of earth in statute miles…well shucks.
Whether you are lost or with me at this point, here is one simple way to understand the MathMagick. Most people aren’t great at math to begin with. The few that have a mind ready for math
usually only go so far. Now most of the population is off their track. The procession to demonic death
of reality then continues by adding layers to throw off the rest of the crowd. Herein “lies” the final result
of occult in hiding what was once in plain view to confuse the masses and illuminate the few.

Rev 21:17 The angel measures the thickness of the wall (of the city) to 144 cubits = 216 feet
144 x 18’ (a cubit) = 2592 / 12 = 216 and Biblical days 360 - 216 = 144
864,000 / 2160 = 400 | 864,938 (sun diam.) / 2159.2 (moon diam.) = 400.58 | 5+8 = 13 and 1+3=4
When we add 864 to 1,296 we get 1,296 + 864 = 2160 (Hmmm? Coincidence City)

This isn’t Just the Rounded Diameter of the Moon (2160 miles): Cube 2
Other Repeating Matters of 6:
6+6+6+6 = 24 and 2+4 = 6 and 2*4 = 8
Cube has 8 Corners, and 6 Areas
8 Corners of 3 Areas at 90° | 90° x 3 = 270° and 270° x 8 = 2160°
270° per corner * 8 corner = 2160° (cube the moon)
90 x 3 x 6 x 8 = 12,960
One day is 360 degrees of rotation (The earth said to rotate 360 degrees)
One "prophetic year" in the bible = 360 days
Day and Day as a Year would then both be based on 360
Now consider the numbers I've been discussing, and how they relate to a circle, and PI
360 - 216 = 144… Scripture contains the phrase "he sits on the circle of the earth" aka the footstool:
Isaiah 66.1, Lamentations 2.1, Matthew 5.35, Acts 7.49. Based on the reported model it’s apparently
hard for the Lord to get his footing.
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Sounds Like Tabernacle Earth to Me!
Isaiah 40:22 It is he that sits upon the circle of the earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as
grasshoppers; that stretches out the heavens as a curtain, and spreads them out as a tent to dwell in.
Consider the week (7 days) in terms of the degrees of rotation of the earth using the simple formula:
π is the value of the product 180 x 1°

PI*radian = 180 degrees = Half Time
Jesus said (in rhetorical fashion) Are there not twelve hours in the day? If any man walk in the day, he
stumbles not, because he sees the light of this world (John 11.9)
2PI*radian = 360 degrees = 24 Hours
Although the length of the day varies during the year, you can think of it simply like each day split into
two parts, light and dark.
Jesus Continues in John 11.10
But if a man walk in the night, he stumbles, because there is no light in him.
*A unit of angle, equal to an angle at the center of a circle whose arc is equal in length to the radius.
A radian is the length of the radius applied to the curve of the circumference

Let’s Proceed to the Interesting Uses of 666 & 33 in Science
Statue Miles is where 666 appears and English is the Last Language of the World; most spoken
and dominating the populations. This is key point to understanding how these measurements calculate.
If you get trapped in linear thinking inside the chronos, you won’t understand how this prophetically
applies, as your mind might trick you into over-thinking something like “but the Statute Mile is a late
English unit of length that wasn’t known at the time Revelation was written”. Please…Satan’s
Knowledge is not bound by the chronos. Therefore, consider factors of 666:
1,2,3,6,9,18,37,74,111,222,333,666 in occult light in the chronos, but without temporal limitations.
In simple terms the uninitiated are not illuminated, and are also referred to as the unbegun. To
be enlightened…some numbers represent “the beast consciousness” which is based heavily in
numerology. As 93 is of great significance in Thelemic (Crowley) tradition, it is also gematria in the sum
total of the words "love" and "will." It is also the proposed distance to the sun in millions of miles:
93,000,000. In the New Testament “thelema” is a word used concerning the “will” of God the Father in
the, and Crowley’s demon fancied this word “thelema” and two other key words: “Agape” (highest love
in the Bible) and “Therion” (beast in Revelation). If you still don’t understand that Satan is more
powerful than you mind then you are just deceived! They use images and symbols to rule the world.
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Apparently the Science people have a very large scale!
6 Sextillion Tons of Earth (Rounded from 5,972,000,000,000,000,000,000)
66,600 MPH Speed at Which Earth Revolves around Sun (they also say 67,000 or 66,600)
Curvature Math in One Mile Squared is .6669 (Zero Height at 1 Mile)
23.3° Axis Tilt Average (90 Degrees – 23.3 Degrees = 66.7 Degrees) HELLO Earth Circle Squared
23°26′13.2″ (or 23.43699°) 22.1 to 24.5 Axial Tilt Variant (Angle or Obliquity) Average the Axial Tilt 23.3°
Other Science Sources Say 23.4° Tilt: 90° - 23.4° = 66.6°

Astronaut Record Longest Days in Space 666…just sayin’ look it up!
What is the angle subtended between the Earth's axis of rotation and its plane of orbit around the Sun?
The answer is (d) 66.6 degrees, but it is somewhat misleading in that most people know the angle that
the Earth's axis is off vertical, which is 23.4° degrees (= 90° - 66.6°), rather than this answer showing the
elevation above a horizontal plane.

That 23.4 degree number is also known for being the latitude of the tropics of Cancer and Capricorn
about which many people live, even if it is rather warm.
The 66.6 degree number is the latitude of the Arctic and Antarctic circles about which very few people
live, because it is too cold there.
Again 6*6*6 = 216

whereas 2,160 Miles is the Diameter of the Moon 2159.2
(sometimes reported as 2159.886)

360,000 to 405,000 km Varying Distance to Moon (Average 382,500 km)
Converted to Miles
223693.629 Closest (all factors of 666!) Factors of 666: 1,2,3,6,9,18,37,74,111,222,333,666
251655.333 Furthest
237674.481 Average
It’s Math Magick (they stole the base numbers from god and then inverted them into an “image”)
“...do not be conformed to this world....” Romans 12.2
In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the
glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them (2 Corinthians 4.4).
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The world over has been speculating themselves into oblivion about
what the 666 is in Revelation while it isn’t even in the text! Only
“strong delusion” could be responsible for so much deception.
Hmmm…maybe it is possible? Matthew 24.24, Mark 13.22, Mk 14.35, Acts 20.16, Acts 27.39
While this may be very hard to understand, here is the real rub. The words of god
are so perfect that they still work, even when men (like mystery religion King
James for example) tamper with the scripture (in English mind you), the
tampering immediately shows key evidences. Same kind of foul worship shows
up in Isaiah 14.12.
Example #ONE: Attacking the scripture is of major importance to the
Kosmokrator…Ephesians 6.12, and also the Arco(s), Mark 10.42, but in the end
Jesus is the Chief Arco, Romans 15.12 and Isaiah 11.1-10 and all others will bow
and confess he is Master: Isaiah 45.23, Romans 14.11, and Philippians 2.10.

Example #TWO: The items that are tampered with show exactly what “they”
don’t want you to know by distracting you with what “they” want you to think.
For example, like 666, Lucifer is also not in the text, but you think it is. This
Lucifer-Morning Star nonsense can be found in another teaching at God’s Real
Estate.com. See what “Lucifer has mounted” in the Lucifer Illumination.

They are Showing “They” Worship Lucifer! What the Heylel?
In the Planck temperature scale, 0 is absolute zero, 1 is the Planck temperature, and every
other temperature is a decimal of it. This maximum temperature is believed to be 1.416833(85)
x 1032 Kelvin degrees, and at temperatures above it, the laws of physics just cease to exist [this
is at a Decillion which is 33 Zeroes]…or something like that in numerology worship. Quit buying
bologna that is made with pigs lips and finger tips and chicken zits, and go for the Ribeye of
Elohim 
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Revelation 21:16 And the city lies foursquare, and the length is as large as the breadth: and he
measured the city with the reed, twelve thousand furlongs. The length and the breadth and the
height of it are equal.
The City is 12,000 furlongs in length, width, and height. A furlong is 220 yards, and there are 3
feet per yard, so each side is 660 feet x 12,000 feet = 7,920,000 feet per side. One mile is 5,280
feet, so each side is 7,920,000 divided by 5280 feet = 1500 miles a side.
1500 Cubed = 3,375,000,000 cubic miles for the whole city. “Technically” 3,375,020,250.0405
What are the chances on that 33? And here is a riddle: What do you have to do below to get to a
Decillion? That is, how do you arrive at 33 Zeros? Walk the Demonic Occult Planck of Math Magick!
I doubt traditional real estate has anything to do with God’s Real Estate, but let’s have a little fun
anyway with a human perspective and see if the math works? A good floor height (story height) in real
estate is 10’ per floor (unless you are a giant). The God Cube of Revelation allows for 792,000 floors
(stories); 62,726,400,000,000 feet per floor (including the height). How many feet*, and mansions are
in The Father’s House, and what is the value of that real estate! *4.9679309e+19 | Quintillions Give or
Take a Few Trillion and then in Man’s Dollars, 4.9679309e+19 * 6.66 = $33.086419794e+19?

Now please, I suggest you start digging into the Scripture, and also maybe go look
at some of the following Insights I have posted on my website as a study aid:
Scripture vs. Science
Conspiracy in the Bible
Astronauts Word Magick
NASA All Over the Bible
Lucifer Illumination
Moon Cards
Scripture vs. Santa
Ezekiel Problem, etc…

If that don’t wake you up…well then sleep well my Brothers & Sisters. I will wait
to see you in the Kingdom of God to see if there thou still callest me crazy!
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